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What story are you living? Aura-Soma is a non-intrusive, self-selective color care system. This is the miraculous beauty
of the Aura-Soma system because as you; the individual pick your unique vibration through color you initiate your souls
desire to begin the journey in discovering your authentic self. People come to see a psychiatrist for many reasons, from
troubles coping with the stresses of everyday life to severe mental illnesses like bipolar disorder. A therapist will choose
the traditional form of therapy, referred to as talk therapy, for children who can confidently express themselves. Learn
More Make an Appointment. I look at these bottles like turning the dial on a combination lock or radio. If you are unable
to visit us, we offer a range of web-based therapy and consultation services that can connect you to the care you need.
Grief Support The Lighthouse can help you to understand what to expect from grief, how grief can impact you, and how
to heal you and your family. These jeweled, colored bottles lovely guide and support you towards self-awareness by
unlocking your true self. Leading the way in promoting the wellbeing of the Middle East. In the many years I have had
the pleasure of working with color I have been given a very straightforward and powerful explanation of what color is
and I would like to share this with you. Color is the KEY to unlocking the unconscious. Aura-Soma has the potential to
access other levels of conscious, as I have explained below. Media Whether you need a quote for a magazine feature, a
regular columnist for your newspaper, or an interview for a radio show, we can provide the words, opinion and
expertise. Mindfulness Have you ever driven somewhere and arrived at your destination only to realise that you
remember nothing about your journey? Whether counselling for team building, therapy for a traumatised employee, or
training to take your team to the next level, we are here to help. Aura-Soma is a non intrusive self select color care
system to help discover the pearl within you!Aura-Soma Products At Essence we specialise in Aura-Soma Colour
System products, courses and consultations. We have an excellent mail order service and are always available to help
and advise. Equilibrium provides the foundation for your Aura-Soma experience with the living energies of colour and
light, crystals, trees, plants and herbs. These beautiful dual coloured formulations contain an upper and lower fraction,
oil resting upon water in a state of perfect balance. As a non-intrusive, self-selective soul support. Containing the living
energies of plants, herbs and crystals, the Aura-Soma Colour System products promote wellbeing on all levels. The main
products in the Aura-Soma product range are: Equlibrium. There are dual coloured Equilibrium bottles numbered 0 Each bottle has a name and number and contains. Welcome to AURA-SOMA-World! For more than 20 years now we
offer Aura-Soma Products. and qualified consultation to our customers in our local shop in Cologne - Germany. Our
intention with this Online Shop is to bring the Colour and Light of Aura-Soma. to all corners of this beautiful planet!
Here you find the colours. The Aura-Soma Product range of Equilibrium Bottles, Pomanders, Quintessences, Air
Conditioners and Colour Essences support our spiritual growth. Buy your Aura-Soma 25ml & 50ml Equilibrium Bottles
here. The Pocket Rescue bottles are also available in 25ml plastic bottles. A system of colour, plant and crystal energies
that bring ease, balance and calm to your energetic system, using the highest quality organic and biodynamic
ingredients. Welcome to Aura-Soma. Aura-Soma is a non-intrusive, self-selective color care system. Aura-Soma is an
exciting color care system that takes you on a journey of self-discovery. The Equilibrium bottles are the heart of
Aura-Soma. These jeweled, colored bottles lovely guide and support you towards self-awareness by Missing: uk.
Aura-Soma Online Store: U.S. Distributor for Aura-Soma provides Equilibrium, Pomanders, Quintessences and many
other products at discounted prices. Find the Guardian Angel, Heart Angel and Intellect Angel that are guiding you.
Online shop with related angel products and gifts.
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